The Second Coming of Common Sense

6. English as First and Only Language
“We have one language here and that is the English language.”
Theodore Roosevelt
If there were any questions, that is our only answer summarized in eleven simple
words.
Issue/Problem
This National proposal declares that English will be the only officially
recognized and tax-payer supported language in the United States of America.
This is the second of the three (3) overriding social and economic issues that the
American Agenda presentation is built around and upon. The other two (2) are
the American Population Management and U.S. Re-Employment proposals that
form the functional cornerstones of the overall American Agenda. All three (3)
are critical to the restructuring of the National System for the Common Good of
our citizens.
At first look my impression was that the proposal clarifying the national
language controversy seemed minor in comparison to the other two complex
issues, however that turned out not to be the case. As I struggled over the
content of the draft, I began to understand just how clearly the language issue
demonstrates what is wrong with Special Interest politics and the Congress, and
what that irresponsible combination is doing to our National System. These
became some of the hardest pages to write in all of CS2.
o

o

o

o

More Common Sense
Logically, a common national language may be seen as both glue and grease
within any country‘s National System. It is glue in that it facilitates a common
bond of intelligence that allows the people of any nation to easily communicate
in speech and writing — whether they are in their native land or upon meeting
each other in another country that has some other native language. It is a human
comfort to easily communicate with other people.
It is grease in that it allows individuals and businesses large and small to easily
interact, naturally facilitating effective and efficient communication within their
own country, thereby promoting the flow of commerce and industry. It supports
open and transparent communication which in turn promotes trust.
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English has naturally and functionally served as America‘s only national
language since that historic day in July 1776, over 230 years ago when our
national ancestors declared their independence. There can be no prudent or
practical rationale presented that could justify why a second language should
now be legislatively forced upon American society, the tax-payers, and in
particular, We the People…
o

o

o

o

This proposal was deemed necessary for inclusion in CS2 to confront yet another
negative side-effect of the unchecked Illegal Occupant (IO) invasion of America
that is mainly coming from the Central and South American (CSA),
predominantly Spanish-speaking nations.
Certain businesses, industries, and some pro-Latino Special Interest entities are
lobbying to make Spanish a publicly supported language, funded by our tax
dollars and forcing additional burdens on many businesses and a multitude of
public services – and all of that only to make it easier for English-illiterate IOs to
seek in and exist within our sovereign borders. That‘s the facts.
At last check 30 of the states had seen the unfortunate, yet public necessity to
legislate and make English their state‘s official language. This includes the
southern border state of Arizona that passed ―English only‖ legislation under
their Proposition 103 in the November 2006 election – and with a 3 to 1 voter
approval margin. Consider that Arizona‘s citizens live on the border with
Mexico and do not want Spanish supported in their state, by their taxes – to say
nothing about the IOs that constantly wash through their state.
A somewhat interesting fact is that over 60 other countries around the world,
including Belize located on Mexico‘s southern border, have declared English to
be their official national language.
See the website ProEnglish.org for more details on the issue.
The primary and logical reason that English was never designated as America‘s
official language is that it has always been assumed that it was – why legislate the
obvious. And you might reasonably ask why we should now be required to pass
laws to certify our own language?
The answer to the question ―Why‖ in this case is the same response as for many
of the other on-going issues facing the American public – it is the dysfunctional
Congress of the United States of America.
Dysfunctional, with regard to the Common Good of our citizens, that is. It is
both Houses and both political Parties in the Congress that refuse to act
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responsibly and to Protect the Common Good of American society.
In too many cases, the Congress as a united body works in a ―coordinated‖
manner to Provide legislative action or pre-meditated inaction clearly for the
benefit of Special Interest entities. Congress‘ Common Agenda is rapidly
becoming retention and use of legislative political power that serves the Few, at
the expense of the Many. And the situation has only gotten worse since 2001.
Can any objective person argue with that observation?
That ―Few over the Many‖ political reality is what drove the common people to
leave the Old World and come to the New World. It later caused our national
ancestors, the American colonists to declare their independence from the Old
World Order and establish a government designed to be ruled by and for the
Common Good of the Masses.
Take a few moments and consider — that oppressive Old World political reality
is what We the People are finding ourselves living with today. And even though
we do not like to consider that to be America‘s reality – I know and you know —
that statement is far closer to the Plain Truth than any of us want to admit.
o

o

o

o

For now, it would serve us to acknowledge that the US Congress that has pretty
well refined their ability to screw-up and/or to ignore even the most practical
things. And with regard to the topic of this proposal, they are currently dancing
around making English the official and only tax-payer supported language of
America.
Let us continue with this heart warming example of Special Interest politics.
You Want the Truth — We Will Share the Truth
What the various Special Interest lobbyists are really pushing the Congress to do
in this case is to enact national legislation certifying Spanish as the second
tax-payer supported language in America. They do not give a good dam about
certifying English — their only concern is for Spanish to be added to the
tax-payer‘s tab! Give that angle some thought if you haven‘t already.
Further, the Congress and the all too willing Bush II White House are not
working on this Spanish-on-Demand legislation because they are worried about a
small ‗screaming‘ portion of America‘s Latino community or that they are
interested in Latino campaign donations or to help secure Latino votes down the
road — or because they really care about Latino‘s. The American Latino
community legal and IO should not kid itself!
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Their Special Interest ―mission‖ is only to make it as easy as possible for
non-English speaking, cheap, IO, Latino labor pool to exist and grow within
America‘s sovereign borders. They want cheap labor no matter what language
‗it‘ might speak.
Further, the Special Interest does not care about any of the negative civil
behavior of any IOs that seek into America from all over the world, or what
conditions they may be required live in after they arrive. They do not care or
consider any of that their problem! And on top of all that, they definitely do not
want their taxes raised to pay for the costs generated. It is commonly known as,
―They want their cake and to eat it, too.‖ And so for they are doing just that!
And they are not alone. Today (which just happens to be Saturday August 11,
2007 at about 6:25am, and I am refining the draft a bit before I go to work), in too
many cases the Special Interest entities on various issues are clearly winning the
struggle for Power and Control over our National System – the way America
really works on a day-to-day.
We the People are paying a growing price in actual lives and dollars, and at the
same time observing as our nation‘s quality of life slowly erodes. This is not the
way things are supposed to be.
o

o

o

o

With this example of just how little ‗that‘ Special Interest entity really cares for
the welfare of the IOs, let us bring our focus back to the Congress and ―their‖ true
level of interest in the People‘s Common Good.
If, we step back at look at the Big Picture for a sobering moment, I believe it is
easy to observe that US Congress is also exhibiting less and less concern for the
conditions that average Americans are required live in.
The next you hear them referred to as the ―do nothing Congress‖ – consider that
they are doing something for Them, but are doing nothing for Us! That is the
net result of their work. It is only the Plain Truth, folks.
This would be a good time to refer back to that Grievance List and see how often
and well that statement can be applied there. Ponder that for a few moments my
fellow Americans. The good news is that We the Power have the absolute
Constitutional power to correct this dysfunctional national condition and that
approcah will be addressed in Part 5.
o

Our Crisis

o

o

o
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The overall and growing national Crisis is that IOs are not only being allowed,
but are encouraged to trespass and violate our borders by land, sea, and air from
all over the world.
That steady IO flow is the intended net result of various Special Interest driven
legislation and domestic propaganda campaigns.
This correctable, national condition is intentionally being promoted by Special
Interest, non-Democratic and overtly dictatorial population management
policies orchestrated primarily to benefit corporate profits and very short-term
thinking — and all at the total expense of the taxpayers and with complete
disregard (if not contempt) for American society.
We must declare such dictatorial policies and the increasing social negatives they
generate will not be allowed to continue.
o

o

o

o

As a result of Congress‘ national irresponsibility on such a bone-marrow,
national issue — it is now necessary for Americans to demand that English be
legislated as our only national language.
This is yet another case where narrow-focused, Special Interest and irresponsible
business lobbies with far too much political influence are imposing something on
American society that is not in the best interest of the nation or the Common
Good of the citizenry.
Again, the Special Interest agenda operating here is the socially inappropriate
push to have Spanish in both voice and written applications to become a
mandatory requirement for private enterprise and countless public service
programs.
Looking at the Bigger Picture — Special Interest politics, supported by various
screamer groups have thus far succeeded in the total suppression of an absolute
Immigration Control Policy and creation of a totally practical National Id
System. Now they would force the government (our taxes wasted) and business
large and small (the cost of goods and services avoidably increased) to
accommodate non-English speaking (or reading or writing) IOs within our
National System for long periods of time, if not for the rest of their lives – and
without ever being required to learn our language.
Calmly and rationally observed, this is part of a coordinated Special Interest
campaign intended to wrestle control of American society away from We the
People. This is not conspiracy theory — this is what is happening right before
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our eyes! To make our country as comfortable as possible for an endless flow of
IOs to move in, live, and multiply.
In over 230 years America has never seen the practical need to so accommodate
any other group and we are not going to start now! I call this type of situation
Beyond Sense (BS).
This has all the makings of an American nightmare, not a Dream. We the People
must now awaken and bring an end to this bad dream.
o

o

o

o

A Question of Hemispheric Balance and Nation-to-Nation Responsibility
During the 2006 Congressional campaign a congressman from a middle-America
state was on the evening news and was asked about the problem illegal
immigration. In his response which was anti-IO, he commented that if the flow
of IOs was not stopped it would ―ruin the fabric of American society.‖
I had not heard it put that way before, but thought that it was a good way to frame
the situation. Having thought about the meaning of that comment and how it
might be presented in CS2, brings me to the following remarks which were a bit
difficult to develop, and will be difficult for some to read, but such concepts must
be considered as we work together to define and control our nation‘s future.
Blending into the Melting Pot
Whatever happened to the idea of groups blending into American society?
Using a harsh, yet appropriate analogy — instead of a blending into American
society that a legal and fully controlled entry of foreign-born Latinos (and others)
could accommodate – there continues to be a deliberate, pre-meditated, and
orchestrated ―dumping‖ of CSA population, northward across the US/Mexican
border.
Bluntly put, it has created a virtual social and economic ―oil-slick‖ across our
entire country and throughout our National System. The CSA people are
arriving in such numbers that they are trying to install their national customs and
habits within our borders rather than learning how to adapt to our culture as other
ethnic groups have been required to do and have done in the past. So much for
blending in!
Going forward, the sources of that growing oil slick must be stopped (a 2,000
mile fence will be a good start) and then cleaned–up in order to Preserve the
―traditional fabric‖ our society, or we can just kiss it good-bye. Is that clear
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enough?
Note to reader: Again, I can completely understand why this piece in general
could be seen as ‗somewhat‘ prejudiced in its tone and content. I will assure
you that it is not. It is written from the absolute point-of-view of the average,
disgusted American citizen. You know, the Silent Majority. Being absolutely
pro-American does not make a person anti-immigrant or a racist of any kind.
After all it is our country, so hang in there.
o

o

o

o

That said allow me to explain the ―hemispheric‖ reference. It will be expanded
upon later, but this is an appropriate application of a foreign policy concept
whose time has probably come. Hold on tight and let‘s go back about 500 years
in our hemisphere‘s political history.
So there it was, the Western Hemisphere circa 1508. You know about the time
that the Native Americans were beginning to introduce the tobacco plant to the
world. Talk about paybacks!
Over the next few centuries the New World would be colonized (a nice way to
put it) mainly by the England and Spain, with a little bit of the French and some
others. However, the main players were England and Spain. In the end things
pretty much wound up with England taking control and colonizing what is now
America and Canada, with Spain doing the same with what became Central and
South America.
Since England and Spain never did get along very well and after it all was sorted
out including right through to the ―Alamo‖ — the hemisphere was virtually split
in two (2) at what is now the good old US/Mexico border. Go figure! Each
―half‖ was initially conquered, then settled and developed under totally different
yet equally oppressive dictatorial-style governments, with different ‗primary‘
languages, and different primary religious authorities.
This is where the concepts and reality of Hemispheric Balance, and
nation-to-nation responsibility comes into play. To the North it was English and
the Protestant Church of England. To the South it was Spanish and the Roman
Catholic Church. There were of course some sprinklings here and there, but
overall that is how it shaped-up and it stayed that way through today.
o

o

o

o

Bear with me on the following scenario. Sometimes it is beneficial in the
problem solving process to observe other similar, but not rally identical
situations for a better perspective on the situation you are dealing with. It is
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perspective that will take some time for us all to think about.
Our buddy Webster, defines ethnic as,
a member of an ethnic group; a member of a minority group who
retains customs, language, or social views of the group
We have all heard about the ethnic cleansing that took place in Eastern Europe
after the fall of the Soviet Union. The Soviets had literally been sitting on top of
the ethnic Servs and Croats hatred for each other for seventy (70) years – 7
decades — not allowing them to go after each other again and again as was their
―tradition‖.
But then, as I like to describe it, as soon as the Soviets left those ―people‖ dug up
the floors in their homes, pull out the old grenades, and tossed them over the
fence at their neighbors. After 70 years!
o

o

o

o

We have been watching a similar yet exceedingly worse display taking place in
Iraq. Worse because it is a lethal combination of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shiite Moslem vs Sunni Moslem
Moslem vs Kurds
Tribal, yes ‗tribal‘ warfare Sunni Moslem tribes
Tribal warfare Shiite Moslem tribes
Eye for an Eye, payback killings by Shiite‘s for 20-years of the Sunni
minority that under SH‘s rule had military power over the Shiite
majority (60%). And abused that power.
Shiite and Sunni intruders sent from neighboring countries in the region.
And, let us not forget, the original reason for the Iraq War, who gets the
bigger share of Iraq‘s oil rights and revenues. But I digress!

Appropriately, there will be more on that grim reality when we review the
Military Industrial Complex.
o

o

o

o

You are asking how this applies to our primarily Latino IO problem. Our IO
problem would never become that violent. And of course it would not.
However, we are approaching a forced and un-natural, cultural imbalance that is
unprecedented in history. I believe it is fair to say that there has never been a
―peace time‖ migration of one culture‘s people, in this case represented by the
CSA countries into another culture – America.
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We have watched a few million Iraqi‘s flee into somewhat accepting neighboring
countries, with permission. However, that is wartime and the neighboring
countries have complimentary cultures.
Those receiving countries are
struggling to support what they intend to be only a temporary influx, to be
returned when the war ends.
You may ask what this has to do with ending the current Latino invasion of North
America. With the 1986 Immigration Act and citizenship amnesty granted what
termed out to be several million IOs, our government under the Reagan
Administration told the American public that was it. That we had an official
Guest Worker Program and that business would then be penalized and
prosecuted for employing IOs from then on — just like they are paying
lip-service to now.
Some 22 years later, bad history is trying to repeat itself. And if it does, just like
the Eagles once sang,
“You call some place paradise, then you can kiss it good-bye”
o

o

o

o

I will somewhat abruptly end this piece now. These are the hard issues for each
of us to seriously ponder. And our nation‘s Destiny is the only thing at risk.
And I must challenge the reader to consider how they would attempt to frame
such issues. We are hereby challenged to have this national discussion because
America does not have:
•
•
•
•

An official national language
A viable Immigration Control Policy
A controlled National Id System
A controlled Visitor Tracking System

We will either have an America they we can recognize or we should declare the
United Nations building in New York City the new nation‘s capital and start
living under their jurisdiction.
The People’s Sense
As stated, the unfortunate need for us to even address this issue easily ties into
American Population Management and the Immigration Control Policy about
reversing the Latino invasion (and from around the world) and the growing
negative impacts it is forcing upon American society and the taxpayers. This
language ―side-issue‖ in that broader IO Crisis needs to be brought to a rapid
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close and the ―US‖ Congress needs to have English declared and certified as our
only language, by let‘s say July 4, 2008.
Businesses may and government will then quit producing any public materials in
Spanish or any other language and wasting our good tax dollars. For example,
the growing practice of printing federal, state, and various local public service
information in anything but English will stopped. Further, Spanish-only
speaking people will be held responsible for bringing their own interpreter with
them to public offices, e.g., traffic court.
This is clearly another ―or else‖ type of an issue for any politicians that plan to
run in 2008 for the Presidency or the Congress. Challenge them on it when they
are campaigning – find out who they are really intending to work for if elected or
re-elected.
Some Considerations
•

Just as any other group that has come to America, and is expected to blend
into the great melting-pot, the Spanish-speaking will not have the on-going
use of their native language supported in this country and certainly not by our
taxes.

•

The one-language issue will also be inserted into the Naturalization process.
Going forward people will be required to not only speak English but to read
it as well, or their initial application for American citizenship will not be
granted. Other countries do this and we will make no apologies for finally
tightening our non-citizen rules.
The same restrictions will be applied to requests for Green Cards and
Permanent Resident Alien status, as well. The line will be drawn.

•

Large numbers of the IOs flowing into the country from the CSAs do not
know any English and may not naturally possess the ability (let alone the
desire) to learn it or any other language beyond their own. This does not
imply they are un-intelligent, but simple fact is that not everyone has that
natural ability to learn another language.
During the National Population Registration (NPR) process, IOs that cannot
speak English will be among the first to be repatriated because they are
simply the easiest to identify. And no one had better mention the word
‗profiling‘. Go sit in your local traffic court some day and observe — it is
appalling.

•

I spoke with a first grade teacher in early 2006 in Loudoun County, Virginia
(just outside of DC). She had been teaching in a local elementary school for
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six-plus years and had changed schools at the start of the school year. She
told me that the conditions were the same in both schools and it was getting
worse each year – stating that she was in practice having to teach English as a
Second Language (ESL) in her regular class since so many kids did not have
English language skills. Repeat that in thousands of classrooms across the
country.
Do I even need to say how much this degrades our children‘s education?
What Personally Disturbed Me
On the lighter side, I will share my personal irritation by relating an experience I
had with what I consider language related government waste. For many years I
have traveled the I-64 inter-state that runs the 60 miles between Richmond and
Newport News, Virginia where my father lived and beyond that to the Outer
Banks of North Carolina (I love it there). For what seemed years there was not a
public rest area on the eastbound side – it was perpetually under construction.
But, it finally opened and is a large colonial style brick building – you know the
classic Williamsburg image. So I stopped to check it out one day and see how
my Virginia tax dollars were being spent.
I walked up to the men‘s room and the signage next to the door had the usual little
international symbol a man that is intended to cover all the bases and below that
the word, ―Men.‖ No problem. But, below that it had another word,
―Hombres.‖ When I saw that ridiculous waste of good taxes — I was disgusted!
Virginia is over 1500 miles from the Southern border.
Sorry, but I just had to share that one with you. Have you had a similar
experience?
o

o

o

o

They Are to Work for Us
The Congress must be made to remember that they are to work to promote the
Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness of American citizens. That is their
purpose and reason for being as declared by The Founders.
If Congress would only grow some political guts, these types of no-brainer issues
could be practically resolved. Such matters would rapidly become a fading
memory for Americans and we could stop wasting our tax dollars continuously
re-studying or discussing such issues. The People might even begin to
appreciate and respect the Congress again. Their job ―disapproval‖ rating in
2007 was higher than that of Bush IIs — which is hard to top!
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It would be highly beneficial, IF, the Democratic Party in particular would finally
wake up and remember that they, as opposed to the Republicans that willingly
bow to Business, are supposed to be the Party of the American people and that
means American citizens.
Democrats were not elected (by the majority of) their Party‘s voters to serve
every foreign-based group that comes here and wants to claim citizen-level
Rights and Liberties. Those non-American born people are ―screaming‖ for
privileges that they do not deserve and often could not begin to get in their own
country.
For years it seemed to me that we functionally have Republican and a
semi-Republican Party operating under that beautiful Capitol Dome. And that
is functionally not good, for the Common Good !
Yes, the Democratic Party does need to wake-up and realize that while there is
certainly a place for Liberal policy considerations in our Democratic system –
that there are prudent and practical limits when the Common Good of We the
Citizens is clearly at stake. Can there any question of that being the case today?
If all the members of US Congress, regardless of Party affiliation, would set
about doing the People‘s work, would declare and aggressively promote a true
National Vision for America, then they would not be required to raise millions of
dollars to get re-elected. They would be doing it the old fashion way – they
would earn it!
Currently, though both Houses of Congress are not demonstrating a patriotic,
citizen-oriented stance on this basic national issue and too many others, as well.
Challenge every candidate about this as they come around looking for your
donation and vote.
Enough said.
o

o

o

o

